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Magneto-Orientation of Magnetic Double Stacks for Patterned
Anisotropic Hydrogels with Multiple Responses and Modulable
Motions

Chen Fei Dai, Olena Khoruzhenko, Chengqian Zhang, Qing Li Zhu, Dejin Jiao, Miao Du,
Josef Breu,* Peng Zhao,* Qiang Zheng,* and Zi Liang Wu*

Abstract: Reported here is a multi-response anisotropic poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) hydrogel developed by using a
rotating magnetic field to align magnetic double stacks (MDSs) that are fixed by polymerization. The magneto-
orientation of MDSs originates from the unique structure with γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles sandwiched by two silicate
nanosheets. The resultant gels not only exhibit anisotropic optical and mechanical properties but also show anisotropic
responses to temperature and light. Gels with complex ordered structures of MDSs are further devised by multi-step
magnetic orientation and photolithographic polymerization. These gels show varied birefringence patterns with
potentials as information materials, and can deform into specific configurations upon stimulations. Multi-gait motions
are further realized in the patterned gel through dynamic deformation under spatiotemporal light and friction regulation
by imposed magnetic force. The magneto-orientation assisted fabrication of hydrogels with anisotropic structures and
additional functions should bring opportunities for gel materials in biomedical devices, soft actuators/robots, etc.

Introduction

Concepts that draw inspirations from biological tissues have
enabled substantial progress in creating artificial intelligent
materials.[1] Hydrogels, a class of soft materials with water as
the major component, have close similarity to living tissues
and therefore receive particular research interest.[2]

Although great efforts have been made to improve the
mechanical properties to match specific soft tissues,[3]

synthetic hydrogels usually have an isotropic network,
different from the anisotropic structures of biological tissues
such as muscles and ligaments.[4, 5] Creating ordered struc-
tures in hydrogel materials should afford them with aniso-
tropic optical, mechanical, and response properties, thereby
promoting their applications in biomedical and engineering
fields.

In recent years, various anisotropic materials have been
developed by forming ordered structures of polymer chains
or inorganic fillers in the soft matrices.[5,6] One straightfor-
ward strategy is to orient polymer chains by stretching the
materials and then fixing this anisotropic structure;[7] but this
method requires the material capable of withstanding
considerable deformation and force, and can only produce
materials with monodomain anisotropic structures. Another
strategy is to align rigid molecules or anisotropic fillers
under external fields and then freeze the ordered structures
by curing of the precursors.[8–14] For example, Tovar and co-
workers used shear forces to align π-conjugated peptide
nanostructures in hydrogels that showed directionally de-
pendent optical signal and electrical response.[8a] Anisotropic
hydrogels can also be obtained by electric field-induced
orientation of anisotropic particles with the permanent or
induced dipole moment.[9] However, the direct contact with
precursor solutions may result in unexpected electrochem-
ical reactions and/or electrophoresis during gel synthesis.
Different from the aforementioned strategies, magnetic
fields can be applied in non-contact mode to orient various
mesogens and inorganic fillers in order to fabricate aniso-
tropic materials.[10–14] For instance, Stupp et al. developed
anisotropic hydrogels with the assistance of a static magnetic
field to orient nickel nanowires that were embedded in a
photoresponsive polymer matrix; the resultant hydrogels
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were used as continuum soft robots and showed multi-gait
motions steered by light and magnetic field.[11] However, it is
still a grand challenge to develop patterned hydrogels with
sophisticated anisotropic structures.

Besides nanoparticles and nanowires, two-dimensional
(2D) nanosheets can also be oriented by magnetic fields to
form lamella-like ordered structures that will further
enhance the anisotropic properties and responses of the
resultant hydrogels.[12–14] For example, Studart et al. deco-
rated Al2O3 platelets with Fe3O4 nanoparticles and then
aligned them by a rotating magnetic field to develop
anisotropic poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAm) hydro-
gels. Bilayer hydrogel was further prepared by multi-step
magnetic orientation and polymerization to form sophisti-
cated anisotropic structures of the platelets, which showed
programmed deformations under external stimuli.[13a] An-
other seminal work by Aida et al. reported on the develop-
ment of muscle-like anisotropic hydrogels applied an ultra-
strong (�10 T) superconducting magnetic field to perfectly
align titanate nanosheets.[14] The obtained nanocomposite
PNIPAm hydrogel exhibited fast and isochoric deformations
upon heating due to the reversibly changes of electrostatic
permittivity and the resulting anisotropic electrostatic repul-
sion. They further used this hydrogel to realize earthworm-
like peristaltic crawling in a confined glass tube upon
periodic light irradiation after incorporating gold
nanoparticles.[14b] However, it is still challenging to develop
complex ordered structures in the hydrogel by using such a
superconducting magnetic field. In addition, the nanosheets
and photothermal nanoparticles are separately introduced
into the hydrogel to afford photo-induced anisotropic
response. The possible diffusion of the nanoparticles out of
the matrix may lead to reduced performances of the gel. On
the other hand, the locomotion of anisotropic gels usually
relies on specific strategies to convert cyclic bending/
unbending or stretching/contraction deformations into direc-
tional motions by using a rachet plate or creating asymmet-
ric shape of the material.[14d,15] Programmable locomotion
with switchable direction and gait mode has been rarely
realized in anisotropic gels, which require sophisticated
controls of the distributed structures and cooperative
actuations for dynamic morphing.[1c] Clearly, it is highly
desirable to develop hydrogels with sophisticated aniso-
tropic structures and multiple responses by applying a weak
magnetic field to align the functional nanosheets, which can
be coupled with other advanced fabrication technologies.

Here we report a series of anisotropic PNIPAm hydro-
gels fabricated by applying a weak rotating magnetic field
(�260 mT) to orient 2D magnetic double stacks (MDSs)
followed by polymerization to fix the ordered structures.
The MDSs have a unique structure with γ-Fe2O3 nano-
particles being sandwiched by two silicate layers, which can
be dispersed in water with high stability.[15a] The aqueous
suspensions show ferronematic phases at a very low content,
which are responsive to magnetic field and light. The
obtained monodomain PNIPAm hydrogels have anisotropic
optical and mechanical properties due to the highly-ordered
arrangement of the MDSs. The hydrogels also exhibit
anisotropic response upon heating or light irradiation.

Hydrogels with sophisticated ordered structures of MDSs
are further developed by multi-step magnetic orientation
and photolithographic polymerization, which show complex
birefringent patterns and deform into three-dimensional
(3D) configurations. Versatile locomotion is realized in the
patterned hydrogel by dynamic actuations under spatiotem-
poral light and magnetic field. The strategy of preparing
anisotropic hydrogels and the light- and magnet-steered
locomotion should be informative for the design of func-
tional materials and soft actuators with versatile applica-
tions.

Results and Discussion

The magnetic double stacks (MDSs) were synthesized
according to a previously published procedure.[16] The
generic structure of MDSs is shown in Figure 1a. MDSs
have a sandwich-like structure with two nanosheets of
[Li0.25][Mg2.5Li0.5][Si4]O10F2 encompassing γ-Fe2O3 nanopar-
ticles confined in the resulting interlayer space. The singular
silicate nanosheet (thickness 1 nm) has a high aspect ratio
(�20000) and high density of negative charges (1.1 nm� 2),
while the surface of magnetic nanoparticles bears positive
charges.[17] As shown in Figure S1 by atomic force micro-
scopy (AFM), the typical diameter of MDS is �15 μm. As γ-
Fe2O3 nanoparticles are 5.5�1.1 nm with a low polydisper-
sity and the two individual hectorite sheets are 2×1 nm,[16]

the height observed by AFM of �8.5 nm is in good agree-
ment with expectations, in particular as in addition the
countercations attached to the upper surface need to be
taken into accounts. These structural attributes afford MDSs
with structural stability and good dispersibility in water. The
aqueous suspension of MDSs forms a ferronematic phase
even at a very low content (�0.3 wt%) as rotation is
hampered even at separations >50 nm of individual
MDSs.[16a] The suspension with 1 wt% of MDS exhibits
strong birefringence when placed between a pair of crossed
polarizing films (Figure S2). This ferronematic phase can be
further oriented by mechanical shearing (Figure S3). The
relationship between the orientation direction and the
birefringence color provides a straightforward way to
characterize the alignment of MDSs.[18] The multi-domain
nematic suspension can also be transformed into a mono-
domain under a magnetic field, due to the presence of
magnetic γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles (Figure S4). The sandwich-
ing of nanoparticles affords collective magnetic response
and provides MDSs with obvious superparamagnetism at
ambient temperature and thus a suspension with ultrafast
response to magnetic field (Figure 1b,c and Figure S5).

Anisotropic hydrogels are prepared by using a weak
magnetic field (260 mT) to orient MDSs and then fixing the
ordered structure by photopolymerization to form a gel
matrix. The introduction of neutral monomer, chemical
crosslinker, and photo-initiator does not influence the
ferronematic phase of the suspension and the magnetic
orientation of MDSs. Static or rotating magnetic fields are
then applied to prepare anisotropic hydrogels, which are
compared with that synthesized in the absence of magnetic
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field (Figure 1d–f). When prepared without magnetic field,
the nanocomposite hydrogel sheet (corresponding to x–z
plane) shows no birefringence when viewed from the top (y
direction, as noted in the schematic figure) under a polariz-
ing optical microscope (POM). However, the cross-sections
of the hydrogel show strong birefringence except the middle

region, indicating the formation of anisotropic structure
during the gel synthesis (Figure 1d). This unexpected
structure arises from the shear-induced orientation of MDSs
when the precursor solution is injected into the reaction cell;
the gradual rising of the fluid results in shear-orientation of
MDSs that are fixed by subsequent polymerization (Fig-

Figure 1. a) Schematic of the sandwich-like structure of MDSs. b) Magnetic hysteresis loop of MDS powder. c) Photos of a ferronematic suspension
of MDS (1 wt%) between a pair of crossed polarized films. A magnet is placed under the cuvette filled with the MDS suspension. Scale bar: 5 mm.
d–f) Schematic for the gel synthesis and the alignments of MDSs (top) and POM images of the hydrogel sheets observed from different directions
(bottom). The hydrogels were prepared without magnetic field (d), with static magnetic field (e), or with rotating magnetic field (f). A: analyzer, P:
polarizer, Z’: slow axis of 530 nm tint plate. Scale bar: 1 mm.
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ure S6). Due to this reason, the cross-sections (x–y plane
and y–z plane) of the hydrogel exhibit similar birefringent
pattern. A careful analysis indicates that the MDSs in the
cross-section (y–z plane) are aligned at the regions close to
the glass substrate, as expected for shear orientation with an
oblique angle of �15° to the surface.

When a static magnetic field is applied, the anisotropic
structure of the hydrogel is only slightly improved, as
revealed by POM observations. Under static magnetic field,
the MDSs previously tilted to the glass substrate are
oriented along the magnetic field. No birefringence is found
in the x–z plane of the hydrogel film, yet uniform
birefringence is observed in the y–z and x–y planes (Fig-
ure 1e and Figure S7). This is because a static magnetic field
only results in uniaxial orientation of MDSs along the
magnetic field and lacks control over other directions. When
a rotating magnetic field is applied, the hydrogel has,
however, a much better anisotropic structure of MDSs
(Figure 1f and Figure S8). The MDSs tend to follow the
direction of magnetic field to minimize their magnetic
energy and rotate synchronously with the rotating magnetic
field. Therefore, the nanosheets align in the rotating plane
of the magnetic field, i.e. parallel to the x–y plane of the
sample.[13b,19] In other words, biaxial orientation of MDSs in
the suspension is achieved under the rotating magnetic field,
which can be immobilized further by photopolymerization.
This strategy results in a monodomain hydrogel with MDSs
perfectly aligned along the planar rotating magnetic field.
The anisotropic structure of hydrogel is confirmed by POM
observations.

We further examine the influences of rotating frequency,
action time, and strength of the rotating magnetic field on
the degree of anisotropy of resultant hydrogels. As shown in
Figure S9a, the hydrogels show almost identical birefrin-
gence, indicating that the rotating frequency ranging from
10 to 60 Hz has little influence on the alignment of
MDSs.[13b,19] The action time of the rotating magnetic field
also shows little influence on the alignment of MDSs
(Figure S9b). When the action time increases from 20 s to
10 min, the hydrogels show the same birefringence, indicat-
ing a high efficiency of rotating magnetic field to align the
MDSs. As the magnetic field strength determines the
magnetic torque, it is expected to be important for the
magnetic orientation. As the magnetic field strength in-
creases from 40 to 260 mT, the intensity of birefringence
indeed increases, indicating an improved orientation degree
of MDSs (Figure S9c). Therefore, the rotating frequency,
action time, and strength of the rotating magnetic field are
set as 30 Hz, 20 s and 260 mT respectively, for the synthesis
of anisotropic gels.

The alignment of MDSs endows the hydrogel with
anisotropic optical and mechanical properties.[12a,19] Strong
anisotropic SAXS patterns are observed in the x–z and y–z
planes of the as-prepared gel, whereas an isotropic pattern is
found in the x–y plane (Figure 2a–c), which further confirms
the alignments of MDSs in the gel. The calculated
orientation degree of MDSs in the as-prepared gel is 0.88,
which slightly decreases to 0.86 after being equilibrated in
water due to the weak volume expansion of the gel

(Figure S10). The swelling ratio in length of the hydrogel is
also anisotropic, i.e. 1.2 and 1.3 in the direction parallel (//)
and perpendicular (?) to the alignment of MDSs (Figure 2d
and Figure S11). This hydrogel also shows anisotropic
mechanical properties. As shown in Figure 2e and 2f, the
Young’s modulus of the gel stretched along the // direction
is �3 times that along the ? direction, while the breaking
strain along the // direction is �40% lower than that along
the ? direction. This anisotropic mechanical property arises
from the highly-ordered reinforcing MDSs. Rigid MDSs as
the stiff crosslinking junctions restrict the in-plane deforma-
tion of the gel matrix, thereby resulting in larger modulus
and strength of the hydrogel along the // direction.[9b,20] An
isotropic hydrogel containing randomly dispersed MDSs is
prepared (Figure S12, see experiment details in Supporting
Information) for comparison of the mechanical properties
with those of the anisotropic gel. It is rational that the
modulus of the MDS-containing isotropic gel is between the
moduli of the anisotropic gel in the // direction and ?
direction (Figure 2e).[14a]

The nanocomposite PNIPAm hydrogel also exhibits
anisotropic response to stimulus (Figure 3). After being
incubated in hot water (40 °C), the gel rapidly becomes
opaque, expanding to 1.1 times the original length in the ?
direction and contracting to 0.85 in the // direction within 5 s
(Figure 3a–c). The abnormal slight expansion in the ?
direction is ascribed to the increase in electrostatic permit-
tivity of the media with more free water molecules arising
from the rapid dehydration of PNIPAm above the lower
critical solution temperature (LCST). After long-term stor-
age at 40 °C, the hydrogel gradually contracts its volume by
shrinking the length by a factor of 0.63 and 0.56 in ? and //
direction, respectively. The long-term behavior of the gel is
similar to the common PNIPAm hydrogel, which contracts
at high temperature by migration of water molecules out of
the gel matrix.[9a–c] For the anisotropic hydrogel in this work,
volume contraction of the gel completes after �1 h.

The interlayer γ-Fe2O3 in MDSs endows the nano-
composite hydrogel with a wide absorption peak in the
region of 400–600 nm (Figure S13) and thus high photo-
thermal efficiency.[21] Thereby, the hydrogel can be locally
heated by irradiation under a green laser (520 nm). The
rising speed and amplitude of the local temperature depend
on the intensity and irradiation time of the green laser
(Figure 3d). With higher intensity, the temperature increases
rapidly until it reaches the saturation temperature. For
example, the local temperature of the gel dramatically rises
from 23 to 44 °C within 4 s under the laser irradiation with
the intensity of 2.34 Wcm� 2. Cyclic laser irradiation results
in dynamic modulation of the temperature, which increases
when the laser is on and decreases when it is off (Figure 3e).
The variations of the gel’s dimensions under laser irradiation
are similar to that upon heating (Figure S14). The photo-
thermal effect of γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles allows thus for a
repeated modulation of the gel by laser irradiation. There-
fore, the anisotropic hydrogel has multiple responses to
magnetic field, temperature, and light, providing versatility
in realizing programmed morphing and motion of the gel.
Another advantage of the hydrogel is its superparamagnet-
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ism at ambient temperature, which is important for magnetic
imaging and biomedical applications to monitor the location
of the gel. The anisotropic structure of the hydrogel has
good stability after incubation in water for more than
6 months or after ten cycles of heating–cooling treatments
(Figure S15).

To afford the gel with tailored morphing ability, it is
highly desired yet challenging to form sophisticated aniso-
tropic structures so as to control the distribution of internal
stresses. Here, hydrogels with patterned anisotropic struc-
tures of MDSs are developed by multi-step magnetic
orientation and photolithographic polymerization. The
stripe-patterned hydrogel with orthogonal orientations of
MDSs shows different birefringence colors when observed
under POM (Figure 4a). This gel slightly bends along the
stripe direction in water due to the different swelling ratios
of the stripes with orthogonal orientations of MDSs (Fig-
ure 2d); the swelling mismatch builds up internal stresses
along the stripe and leads to weak out-of-plane buckling
deformation. The patterned gel deforms into cylinder shape
when placed in 40 °C water, which drastically enhances the
swelling/contraction mismatch, internal stresses, and defor-
mation amplitude of the gel (Figure 4b).[22] Different
orientation of MDSs at specific regions can be produced by
applying the rotating magnetic field and photo-polymerizing
with a mask. Repeated procedures enable fabrication of

composite hydrogel with complex alignments of MDSs. For
example, a pear-like region is first polymerized with MDSs
homotropically oriented in the southeastern direction,
followed by creating an egg-like region with MDSs homo-
tropically oriented in the eastern direction. Finally, the other
region is polymerized with MDSs homogeneously oriented
along the planar direction. Different birefringent patterns
can be observed under POM. An orange pear-like pattern is
observed when the gourd-shape is placed along the analyzer
direction of the POM. After anticlockwise rotating the
analyzer, polarizer, and tint plate by 22.5°, a gourd-like
pattern with orange birefringence is observed. Another
anticlockwise rotation by 22.5° results in an egg-like pattern
with strong orange birefringence (Figure 4c); other birefrin-
gent patterns observed after further rotations are presented
in Figure S16a. Similarly, birefringent patterns of digital
numbers can also be encoded in the anisotropic gel. The
homotropic alignments of MDSs and corresponding birefrin-
gent patterns are shown in Figure 4d and Figure S16b.
Different birefringent numbers are observed in the same
hydrogel, which depend on the relative position of the
oriented direction of MDSs and the polarizers of POM. We
should note that the patterns of the gels developed by multi-
step polymerization are almost invisible under daylight
(Figure S17). These properties of the patterned anisotropic
hydrogels should be promising for camouflage and encryp-

Figure 2. a–c) 2D SAXS patterns (a), scattering intensity–azimuth plots (b), and orientation degree of MDS (c) of the as-prepared hydrogel.
Orientation degree of MDS in the equilibrated gel is also presented in (c). d) Photos of the anisotropic hydrogel before and after the swelling
process. e) Tensile stress–strain curves of the isotropic gel and anisotropic gel stretched from // and ? directions. f) Corresponding mechanical
parameters of the gels, including Young’s modulus E, breaking stress σb, and breaking strain ɛb. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the
mean (n=3).
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tion of digital information. The resolution of the patterns in
this work is �1 mm, which can be improved to tens of
micrometers by using high-resolution masks and increasing
the photopolymerization rate.[23]

The photo-responsiveness of the anisotropic hydrogel,
moreover, enables local actuation for shape morphing and
programmed locomotion. As a demonstration, the stripe-
patterned hydrogel film previously shown in Figure 4a,
which has alternating alignments of MDSs parallel or
perpendicular to the stripe direction, is placed on a hydro-
phobic polyvinyl chloride (PVC) substrate and actuated by
repeated unidirectional scanning (from left to right) of a
laser beam to achieve a walking motion. Due to the swelling
mismatch between the stripes with different alignments of
MDSs, the patterned hydrogel slightly bends in water at
room temperature.[9b,24] Localized irradiation dramatically
increases the local temperature and improves the swelling/
contraction mismatch, the internal stresses, and thus the
bending amplitude of the stripe-patterned hydrogel.[9b] We

initially expected the gel with a walking gait after cyclic
directional scanning of the laser, which results in dynamic
shape-changing and friction modulation of the gel against
the PVC substrate by the hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic tran-
sition of PNIPAm matrix, as revealed in a previous work.[9b]

However, the light-steered motion of this gel is not so
efficient (Figure 5a and Movie S1), because the density of
the gel (1.012�0.003 gcm� 3) is too close to water
(0.997 gcm� 3) at room temperature. When the laser beam
scans from left to right, the hydrogel shows travelling
bending with the left “foot” moving toward the middle,
while the right “foot” remains static. The moving of the left
“foot” in the same direction of the scanning laser results in a
prolonged irradiation on the left part of the gel. The
preferential moving of the left “foot” is probably because
the local heating of the gel leads to upward flow of
surrounding water and reduced friction of the left “foot”
against the substrate. After the laser beam reaches the
middle of the gel, the bending of the gel reaches the

Figure 3. a) Photos showing the temperature-mediated anisotropic deformation of the hydrogel. b, c) Variations of the dimensions of the hydrogel
after transferring it from 25 to 40 °C in a water bath. The initial change of the dimensions is enlarged in (c). d) Variations of local temperature of
the anisotropic gel under irradiation of 520 nm light with different power intensity. e) Variations of the local temperature of the gel under cyclic
irradiation of 520 nm light with the intensity of 2.34 Wcm� 2. The insets present the anisotropic deformation of the gel under light irradiation.
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maximum amplitude. When the laser continuously moves
right, the recovery of the left part of the gel results in a
movement of the left “foot” to the left. The right “foot”
shows little displacement because of the much shorter time
of laser irradiation. The uncontrollable friction of the “feet”
against the substrate leads to negligible displacement of the
intact hydrogel after one cycle of laser scanning.

To enhance the friction force so as to favor the
locomotion, a magnet is placed beneath the hydrogel with a
certain distance to generate magnetic force and thus to
reduce the influence of buoyant force of the gel. Simulation
results indicate that the hydrogel experiences magnetic
force, which decreases with increasing distance between gel
and magnet (Figure S18). When the magnetic force is
applied with a gel-magnet distance of 2.7 mm, the gel shows
a programmed walking motion under cyclic irradiation of a
laser beam (Figure 5b and Movie S2). Due to the existing

magnetic force, the slightly curved gel is now flattened. As
the laser beam scans on the left part of the gel, the gel
gradually deforms with the right “foot” moving left because
the left “foot” with elevated temperature and enhanced
hydrophobicity sticks on the hydrophobic substrate. As the
laser moves to the right part of the gel, the left “foot” with
decreased temperature moves left, and the right “foot” with
elevated temperature sticks on the substrate. Such dynamic
modulation of the friction force, together with the travelling
bending deformation, leads to a high-efficiency directional
walking motion of the hydrogel.

When the magnetic force is further increased by
decreasing the gel-magnet distance to 0.3 mm, the light-
steered motion is different from the aforementioned
situations (Figure 5c and Movie S3). The gel cannot deform
initially under the scanning laser beam because the internal
stress within the gel is not sufficiently high to overcome the

Figure 4. a) Schematic (i) and corresponding POM images (ii) of a stripe-patterned anisotropic hydrogel. b) Photos of the stripe-patterned
anisotropic hydrogels before and after the shape changes upon incubation in a 40 °C warm water bath. The thickness of the sample is 0.6 mm.
c,d) Schematic (i) and corresponding POM images (ii) of patterned hydrogels with different alignment of MDSs at specific regions by rotating the
directions of analyzer, polarizer, and tint plate. The thickness of the samples is 0.4 mm. Scale bars in (a), (c), and (d) are 2 mm; scale bars in (b)
are 5 mm.
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magnetic force and the friction force. As the light scanning
continues, the internal stress gradually increases, which is
released by a sudden move of the right “foot” of the gel to
the left (completed in �1 s). As a consequence, the gel
deforms into an arch. After switching off laser irradiation,
the recovery of the gel from the arch to flat shape also
completes abruptly with the gel instantly falling onto the
substrate, when the gel recovers its volume and the
unbending force is larger than the friction force to trigger
the sliding of the “feet” on the substrate. After the
occurrence of sliding, the flattening process of the gel is
accelerated by the magnetic force. The sudden buckling and
flattening of the hydrogel should be associated with the
stick-slip transition under the competition between the
internal stress and the friction force.

The distinct deformations and motions of the hydrogel
manipulated by the magnetic field and photo actuation are

related to the anisotropic structure and the multi-response
of the MDSs. This combination of different stimulus-
response properties of the hydrogels should facilitate the
design and control of soft actuators and robots toward
specific applications. Worth noting is that the multi-gait
motions demonstrated above are different from the reported
examples in terms of the kinematics (Table S1). In the
achievements reported in the literatures, two strategies are
usually applied to convert cyclic bending/unbending or
stretching/contraction deformations into directional walking
motions, i.e. by using a rachet plate or creating asymmetric
shape of the gel to generate asymmetric friction against the
substrate.[15] However, the hydrogel usually moves along
predetermined direction, cannot move in the reverse
direction or with a distinct gait. These issues have been
addressed by cooperative manipulation of the magnetic field
and spatiotemporal laser irradiation to afford the patterned

Figure 5. Snapshots showing the walking gait of the stripe-patterned anisotropic hydrogel under a scanning laser beam from left to right without
magnetic force (a), with moderate magnetic force (b) and large magnetic force (c). Schematics are presented above the snapshots to show the
motions of the two “feet”. Gel dimensions, 15 mm×5 mm×0.6 mm; light intensity, 2.34 Wcm� 2; scanning speed, 1 mms� 1. Scale bar: 5 mm.
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gel with multi-gait motions. A static magnetic field is applied
to adjust the friction between the gel and the substrate,
which changes the motion gait under dynamic light stim-
ulation. The combined strategy should be informative for
the design of soft actuators and robots.

Conclusion

In summary, we have developed a series of anisotropic
hydrogels by using a rotating magnetic field to orient MDSs
followed by polymerization of the precursor to fix the
ordered structures. The resultant PNIPAm nanocomposite
hydrogels with highly ordered MDSs have anisotropic
optical and mechanical properties, and exhibit anisotropic
responses to temperature or light irradiation. These proper-
ties are rooted in the unique attributes of MDSs with a
sandwich-like structure, high aspect ratio, high charge
density, and responsiveness to light and magnetic field.
Hydrogels with sophisticated anisotropic structures of MDSs
are further fabricated by multi-step magnetic orientation
and photolithographic polymerization, which show different
birefringent patterns and programmed deformations upon
heating or light irradiation. Distinct motions are realized in
the patterned hydrogel under spatiotemporal light irradia-
tion with a static magnet to regulate the friction force
between the gel and the substrate. The magneto-orientation-
assisted fabrication of anisotropic hydrogels and the cooper-
ative manipulation strategy for controllable motions should
be informative for the design of high-performance hydrogel
devices. These hydrogels with controllable anisotropic
structures, multiple stimuli-responsiveness, programmable
deformations and motions should find applications in
biomedical and engineering fields as biomedical devices, soft
actuators/robots, etc.
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